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igma Pi files lawsuit after city denies zoning permit 
Butem's chapter of the Sigma Pi frater-
is taking the city to court for denying it 
· ding permit in November to expand 
house at 956 Sixth St. 
A lawsuit filed by the fraternity Dec. 23 
the Coles County Circuit Coun to 
a decision made by the Charleston 
of Zoning Appeals and Planning. It 
lhe city to grant the fraternity a build-
pennit based on the plans and specifi-
'ons it submitted early last month to 
and remodel its house. 
SAC 
unding 
uffers 
Monetary Award Program 
ts may come up short again 
year bccau.,e the !>ystcm is 
again underfunded, said an 
is Student Assistance Com-
ion spokei;man. 
The Illinois Board of Higher 
ation 's budget recommenda-
for ISAC contain a 6.8 per-
increase for fisca I year 1994, 
·ch begins July I. The $ 15.4 
illion increase would raise 
AC's appropriation from 
1.5 million to $242.9 million. 
However, those figures fall 
of ISAC's requested 41 per-
t budget increase. That in-
se would have given them 
S million, $83 million more 
this year's budget. Bob 
t, ISAC spokesman. said 
fonned its request based on 
t it will require to properly 
the Monerary Award Pro-
After listening to five hours of testimony 
spanning two meetings, the board on Nov. 
19 voted 6-0 against the Sigma Pi petition 
to expand, saying the fraternity had not 
demonstrated it endures "an undue hard-
ship., with its present accommodations. 
Board Chairman Gary Gueldner ab-
stained from the vote because he is a mem-
ber of the fraternity. 
City codes normally would call for the 
fraternity to appeal the zoning board's deci-
sion to the city council. However, because 
the fraternity is classified as a non-con-
fonning user. zoning ordinances recognize 
the board's decision is final. 
• not what it expect to get in 
final budget. Step aside 
In a re lated matter last month, the city 
council approved a resolution that indemni-
fies the fraternity members from any legal 
costs or action stemming from the suit. The 
suit itself asks the court to reimburse the 
fraternity court costs. 
Mattoon attorney James E. Bennett filed 
the suit, which claims the board's decision 
was "capricious, unreasonable, arbitrary 
and against...the evidence." The su it names 
the board, the city and the individual board 
members Gueldner, Mathiel Crane, Brian 
Myerscough, Larry Quinlan, Calvin Smith, 
Donald Tingley and Jim Wood as defen-
dants. 
Bennett, a member of Ryan, Cini, Ben-
nett and Radloff, claims the board ignored 
"the affirmative showing of undue hard-
ship." 
Since the Sigma Pi house is located in a 
neighborhood zoned exclusively for single-
family residences. an exception to the orig-
inal zoning ordinance was approved in 
1969 as a grandfather clause, making the 
fraternity what zoning statues call a "non-
conforming user." 
As a non-conforming user, the fraternity 
would have to prove that undue hardship to 
justify a building permit. Even with the 
t Continued on page 2 
MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Senior photographer 
ISAC will need $40 million to 
er new Monetary Award Pro-
Applicants in 1994, Clem-
said. 
Vesta Mcl..Ain.from rhe registration office, directs Eric McClain ro another line to receive an TD validation sticker Monday afternoon in rhe Martin 
lurher King Jr. University Union just before closing. Monday was rile first day for students could ha\'e their J .D .s l'a/idated for rile semester. 
The Monetary Award Program 
vides tuition assistance to eli-
le students based on need. 
Next year ISAC expects to pro-
253,353 aid requests, 62,000 
than this year, Clement said. 
board's budget recommenda-
would provide for approxi-
ly 126,400 grants, according 
a IBHE report. 
Clement said the budget rec-
mendation is simply not 
gh. 
ISAC has not yet put together 
formula used to figure how 
ch money each student will 
ive, Clement said. 
In order to come in under bud-
l, ISAC has the option of 
ging the formula to give each 
dent less money or may limit 
• Continued on page 2 
Eastern goes in-house for new associate 
By M.K. GUETERSLOH 
Staff writer 
As of Jan. 1, Terry Weidner, who had been 
Eastem's acting associate vice president for aca-
demic affairs since November of 1991, was 
named last month to the pennanent position by 
Barbara Hill, provost and vice president for aca-
demic affairs. 
" I am no longer acting, now I am practicing," 
said Weidner as be becomes Eastern 's associate 
vice president for academic affairs. 
"Dr. Weidner brings a wealth of experience to 
the position," Hill said after making the new 
appointment "He is a competent and dedicated 
leader wbo will provide valuable insight into our 
academic program and will facilitate communi-
cation among campus constituencies." 
William Hine, chair of the search committee, 
said he was pleased with the final decision. 
"He knows Eastern Illinois University, he 
knows the (Board of Governors) and he knows 
Illinois higher education," Hine said. "I think he 
is a strong and appropriate candidate for the 
position." 
The search committee narrowed the field from 
more than 50 candidates to four. The final four 
were screened by the comminee, which then pre-
pared a strength and weakness lisr for each can-
didate based on input from the university com-
munity and committee members. The list was 
given to Hill for her final decision Dec. 18, Hine 
said. 
"Dr. Weidner bas performed extremely well in 
an acting capacity, and I am confident that be 
will continue to use his demonstrated leadership 
to move the academic affairs area forward," said 
Eastern President David Joms. "His experience 
in the classroom and as an administrator will 
contribute to the overall effectiveness of the uni-
versity." 
"I am not a new person," said Weidner. ''They 
know my strengths and weaknesses." 
As acting associate vice president for academ-
ic affairs, he has spent the first year learning the 
ropes of the position and can be more efficient in 
his second year, Weidner said. 
"It has taken a year to get my feet on the 
ground, and I will be able to move more quickly 
on some things and do the job bener and more 
efficiently," he added. 
In addition to assisting Hill, Weidner will also 
be reviewing academic budgets, promotion and 
tenure recommendations and other personnel 
actions as well as acting as a liaison for the vice 
president of academic affairs. 
Weidner, who started at Eastern in 1964 as an 
assistant professor in the botany department. said 
he will still do some teaching in order to help 
stay in touch with what is happening between 
students and faculty. 
Sigma Pi 
t Continued from page I 
permit, the non-conforming status limits 
any expansion of the house to 25 percent or 
less of the ground area of the building. 
members, trying to show the more than 25 
members living in the house encountered 
hardships daily. 
computer room and a dining room. Other 
plans included renovation of the kitchen, 
house mother's room and attic and installa-
tion of siding to the home. 
feared the expansion would make the ho 
appear out-of-place and unattractive to 
future buyers seeking single-family horn 
In a previous board meeting, Mattoon 
attorney John Ewart questioned fraternity 
Expansion plans call for the fraternity to 
add 2,743 square feet to its existing 5,351 
square feet. Included in the addition would 
be bathroom facilities, a meeting room, a 
At both zoning board meetings, residents 
of Sixth and Seventh streets raised objec-
tions to Sigma Pi 's petition, saying they 
The Charleston Board of Zoning Ap 
and Planning consists of seven mem 
appointed by the mayor and approved 
the city council who serve five-year term 
ISAC 
• Continued from page 1 
the number of students who receive money, 
he said. 
However, a change in the federal law 
might make more students eligible for 
Monetary Award Program grants because 
home and farm equity will not be used to 
calculate need. Although ISAC does not 
have to comply with the law in setting its 
formula, it would like to include the 
changes in its fonnula because more mid-
die income families would be eligible for 
grants. Clement said. 
The change will make 16,000 more stu-
dents eligible, but will only drop 4,000 
from the program. according to an ISAC 
report. 
The IBHE budget recommendatio 
were approved at the Jan. 5 Illinois Bo 
of Higher Education meeting and will 
sent to the governor's office, which m 
revise them. The governor sends his r 
ommendations to the General Assembly 
Unions' efforts slow 
early retirement plan 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Law-
makers and pension experts 
struggled Monday to draft early 
retirement programs designed to 
save the state millions by luring 
its highest-paid workers off the 
payroll. 
Officials worked to settle the 
issue in time for a vote Tuesday, 
the last day of the 87th General 
Assembly. 
But state Comptroller Dawn 
Clark Netsch renewed warnings 
about Illinois' retirement funds, 
which have the fourth-largest 
pension deficit in the country, 
she said. 
"These obligations will not 
suddenly go away," Netsch 
warned in a statement. "For the 
sake of our grandchildren. who 
at this rate will be stuck with the 
bill, the time has come for 
responsible action." Early retire-
ment programs are meant to 
save money by inducing high-
paid older employees to retire. 
Some jobs can be left vacant, 
and those that must be filled can 
go to younger people at lower 
wages. 
In exchange for retiring, the 
employees get better pensions 
than they qualify for under nor-
mal conditions. Most of the 
early retirement proposals, for 
instance, figure pensions as if 
the retirees are five years older 
and have five years more ser-
vice. 
A dispute between labor and 
management threatened to hold 
up the university early retire-
ment plan. University officials 
have agreed on an unusual plan 
that offers retirees IO percent 
more in their pensions and lets 
Lhem retire with full benefits if 
they have 30 years rather than 
35 years of service. Retirees 
would pay 6 percent of their 
salaries to the system and the 
universities would pay 20 per-
cent. 
But the American Federation 
of State. County and Municipal 
Employees argued that Lhe uni-
versity contribution might other-
wise pay for employee raises. 
The union wanted the traditional 
Five Plus Five retirement plan 
that doesn't require payments to 
the pension fund. 
About 8,600 of the 60.000 
public university employees 
might qualify for early retire-
ment, said Illinois Board of 
Higher Education spokesman 
Ross Hodel. About 30 percent 
are expected to participate. 
Lawmakers say agreement 
essentially has been reached on 
early retirement for state police 
and downstate teachers. Bue the 
Chicago Teachers Union and the 
Chicago Board of Education are 
feuding, and a university retire-
ment program remain unsettled. 
The Chicago Teachers Union 
wants the legislation to guaran-
tee teachers the option of retir-
ing early, which would save the 
district $21.8 million in its first 
year. 
Early retirement for down-
state teachers would be the Five 
Plus Five used in most pro-
grams. Margaret Blackshere of 
the Illinois Federation of 
Teachers said 22,770 teachers 
would be eligible. If 30 percent 
participate, school districts 
could save $131 million in fiscal 
1994, she said. 
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Inaugural weather oftentimes 
stormy as Washington politic 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Some 
presidential inaugurations basked 
in spring sunshine while others 
shivered through ferocious cold. 
Others have been held in driving 
rain and blistering heat. 
But it's never hailed on the 
chief. 
President-elect Clinton will be 
sworn-in at noon Jan. 20 - right in 
the middle of Washington's coldest 
average weather. 
But forecasters know that aver-
ages can mask a wide variety of 
possibilities, and predicting the 
weather accurately that day is 
essential to thousands of onlookers 
and participants. 
So, a special weather group 
focusing on Inauguration Day 
began meeting in mid-December to 
consider the forecast and possible 
weather problems. 
Representatives of the National 
Meteorological Center, National 
Weather Service Washington 
office. Armed Forces Inaugural 
Committee and Defense Depart-
ment hold twice daily weather con-
ference calls. 
They won't issue a public inau-
gural forecast until Jan. 15. 
"However, we're in very much 
of a nice weather pattern for lhe 
Bast Coast for midwinter," said Jim 
Belville, meteorologist in charge of 
the Washington forecast office. 
"Everything we're seeing points 
to a continuing of what we've had, 
but you can't rule out a surge of 
cold air coming in. It's really diffi-
cult to tell right now," he said. 
The average high for Jan. 20 in 
Washington is 42 and the typical 
low is 26. Belville said. But, he 
added, the date is unusual because 
it has precipitation about 40 
cent of the time during the last c 
tury. A typical January day h 
only about 20 percenc chance 
rain or snow in that period, he s · 
Weather historian David Ludl 
said Clinton should hope for 
kind of weather that greet 
Andrew Jackson in 1829, when 
took office on a balmy 61-de 
day. 
"The day was serene and mild 
every way favorable to those 
had come from a distance to · 
ness the ceremony of the inaug 
tion," reported the Nation 
Intelligencer. 
Of course that was when p 
dential inaugurations were held 
March. The date was changed 
Jan. 20 in 1937. and Frankl 
Roosevelt promptly paid the p · 
of change. 
Thrill seeking reaches new height 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Bungee jumping no longer gets 
your blood racing? Now you can live a ''Top Gun fan-
tasy" by engaging in mock dogfights in real fighter 
planes, with videotape to prove you did it. 
"You take the best amusement park ride you can find 
and multiply it by JOO," said one satisfied customer, 
Dr. Bob Kulacz, 32, a dentist from Ridgefield, Conn. 
This is no video game. The unsettled feeling in your 
stomach is real every time up becomes down and G-
forces suck the blood out of your brain. More than one 
customer has lost lunch. 
It's offered by a company called Air Combat U.S.A. 
While it isn't for the faint of heart or weak of stomach. 
anybody wicb $695 and a primal urge to prove they're 
not over the hill can do it. 
No experience is required., since the planes have dual 
controls, one for a professional who can take over 
whenever needed. One of the biggest customers is a 9-
year-old girl who is nearing the Red Baron's mark of 
80 kills. 
"Tl's the biggest thrill you can get short of joining the 
military and flying jet fighters," said Kulacz. who has 
flown with Air Combat several times during vacations 
in California. "It's living the Top Gun fantasy." 
Kulacz, who flies as a hobby, said he plans to fly 
Combat again as soon as be gets a chance. 
Tue company operates out of Fullerton, Calif., 
two of its pilots, Desert Stonn veteran Dave Anns 
and Mark Hession, were in St. Louis recently on 
bamstoaning trip across the country. 
The company hopes to expand somewhere in 
Midwest and the New York City area, perhaps n 
year. 
The experience starts out with two "guest pilots" 
i.e .. paying customers - sitting through several hours 
briefings. The sessions cover safety, basic air com 
maneuvers, instructions on how to get out of the pl 
in an emergency and how to pull the ripcord on 
parachute. 
Then it's time to climb into Italian-made March 
SF260 fighter trainers, small single-engine, propell 
driven planes that some countries use as armed fi 
ers. 
Annstrong and Hession handle takeoffs and fly 
planes away from high-traffic areas, giving m 
instructions as they go. 
SEA RCH NO MORE 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus 
Now Leasing 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom St. James Place 
Furnished Units ( 1905) S. 12th St. ) 
• Free Trash & Parking • 2 Bedroom Units 
• Central A.C. • Fully Furnished 
• Dishwashers • A. C. 
• Microwaves 
·Balconies 
• Newly Remodeled 
• Laundry & Parking 
Still Available For Fall 
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointm ent 
or drop by rental office on Grant St. 
3 :30-5 :30 p.m. - M - F 
gro11p of /ate-registering studcnrs wait patiently outside the registration office in the basement of McAfee 
to pick up their schedules as the first day of registration comes to a close. 
hone system faces change 
The problems with overloaded telephone lines 
plagued Eastern 's Touch-Tone registration sys-
m last fall appear to be corrected. said Mike 
ylor. director of registration for Eastern 's stu-
ts. 
The system, which reopened :\1onday. has not yet 
any major problems for students who either 
need to register or need to use the system to add 
drop a class. 
1'here have been no complaints of overloading to 
knowledge," Taylor said. 
Last spring. when the Touch-Tone registration 
d its lines to freshmen. an overload hampered 
lephone service throughout campus. Some tele-
nes refused to sound a dial tone while others 
ke connections mid-conversation. 
To remedy the overloaded phone line problem. 
ylor said he is instituting a change in the Touch-
e system for next fall semester. 
"Starting fall semester 1993. freshmen registra-
tion by Touch-Tone will be split over two days," 
Taylor said. 
A couple Eastern students said they believe this 
change will tum be a disservice to freshmen. 
"I don ·t think that changing the system will help 
current and incoming freshmen," said Shane 
Burgess. a sophomore pre-physical therapy major. 
"ll wouldn't be fair to the students who were slat-
ed for the second day, they won't be able to get their 
classes,'/ said Mall Lombardi, a freshman communi-
cations major. 
Touch-Tone registration hours for Eastern stu-
dents are from Monday through Thursday from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 to 10 p.m. The registra-
tion computer will also accept calls Fridays from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and from 6:30 to 8 p.m. The sys-
tem will also be available Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
The deadline for dropping a class without a grade 
is 4 p.m. Jan. 27. Starting Jan. 28, a "W" will be 
given for course withdrawal. 
3 
Palatine police 
lack a suspect 
PALATINE (AP) - The 
lawyer for a man being ques-
tioned in the slayings of seven 
restaurant workers said today 
that authorities should quit 
delaying things. and either 
charge the man or set him free. 
Police so far have refused to 
discuss suspects. motive or any 
other details in the slayings at 
the Brown's Chicken and Pasta 
restaurant that have shocked this 
normally quiet Chicago suburb. 
The bodies were found early 
Saturday. 
Lawyer Dennis Born said he 
was hired by the family of the 
man who has been in police cus-
tody since Saturday afternoon 
but was not charged as of this 
morning. Police would not com-
ment and the Cook County 
state·s attomey·s office did not 
immediately return a telephone 
call seeking comment. 
.. It is time for the Palatine 
police and the state·s attorney's 
office to make a decision." Born 
told reporters at the police sta-
tion. "It is time for him to be 
charged or be released." 
Born said his client, who is 
from nearby Elgin, has been 
cooperating but now is refusing 
to talk to investigators. 
Inside St. Theresa's Roman 
Catholic Church. parishioners 
Sunday remembered 16-year-old 
Michael C. Castro as a soft-spo-
ken. hard-working young man. 
He died along with his employ-
ers and four co-workers. 
.. Whenever we had a dance, 
Michael would be here 40 min-
utes early. saying 'Can I set up 
the chairs? .. ' said Audrey Tay-
lor. director of the church's 
youth program. "Being around 
him would sure lift me up." 
Deputy Police Chief Walt 
Gasior said officers questioned 
several people in connection 
with the killings. but he wou-
ldn't provide details. 
Police reportedly searched the 
home of Born's client but would 
not call the man a suspect. 
The family of another victim, 
restaurant cook Guadalupe Mal-
donado, said police told them 
nothing about how he died. 
"We're still waiting." Mal-
donado's brother. Pedro. said 
through an interpreter. "It's been 
a long time and we are con-
fused." 
The Rev. Steven Dombrowski 
conducted the memorial service 
for Castro at St. Theresa's. 
where a chocolate cake, a bou-
4uct of dried flowers and a poin-
settia were placed on a statue in 
Castro's memory. 
"There really is no great ans-
wer for us, and so we have to 
rely on our faith." Dombrowski 
said. 
About 150 parishioners and 
students attended the service. as 
did 20 family members. 
The victims had been shot to 
death and left in two walk-in 
coolers. Police discovered the 
bodies Saturday after they were 
called by parents of a teen-age 
employee who hadn't returned 
from work Friday evening. They 
found a back door at the restau-
rant open and the bodies inside. 
Cook County Medical Exa-
miner Robert Stein said police 
also found a bloody broom. He 
would not elaborate. 
The victims were identified 
as: co-owners Richard Ehlen-
fe ldt, 50. and his wife, Lynn 
Ehlenfeldt, 49. both of Arling-
ton Heights; Rico L. Solis, 17 . 
of A:rlington Heights: and 
Palatine residencs Maldonado. 
48, Castro, 16, Thomas Mennes. 
32. and Marcus Neilsen. 31. 
Palatine Village President 
Rita Mullins said offers of help 
for the victims' families flooded 
into her office. She said a fund 
for funeral and other expenses 
would be established today at a 
bank in Palatine. 
U.S. Marines seize weapons during raid 
Mogadishu. (AP) - In the largest U.S. 
· 'tary operation so far in Mogadishu. 900 
.S. Marines swept through the country's 
ggest arms bazaar Monday and seized 
ns ranging from anti-aircraft guns to 
It rifles. 
The raid indicated the mission of U.S. 
es was changing from guarding food 
ipments from bandits to also seizing 
capons. as U.N. Secretary-General 
tros Boutros-Ghali had requested. 
The Marines, backed by four tanks, 
ored vehicles and three helicopters. 
ved unopposed into the core of the fetid 
bazaar with their weapons ready to 
Some Marines crouched on the ground 
trained their guns on potential targets 
atop vehicles. 
The Marine commander in Somalia, 
~· Gen. Charles Wilhelm, described the 
· g of Mogadishu as the U.S. forces' 
9stemest challenge." 
In another attempt to improve security in 
die lawless capital, Marines hope to double 
ir daily patrols from the current 15 over 
next few days. said Col. Michael W. 
• a spokesman for U.S. forces. 
Mogadishu was mostly peaceful 
Monday, the day a cease-fire agreed to by 
Somalia's 14 warring factions was to take 
df'ect. 
"A month ago they were in full-scale 
tivil war. There's been a considerable 
provement," said U.S. envoy Robert 
Oakley. 
But it could not be determined if the fac-
Somali police refuse to quit Hagee said arms merchants may have moved some of their wares out of the mar-ket because of more aggressive Marine 
weapons seizures in recent days. 
tions were observing the cease-fire or even 
if they had been informed of the pact, 
reached in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 
Communications in Somalia are virtually 
non-existent except for satellite telephones. 
In the day-long raid, dubbed "Operation 
Nutcracker," the Marines sealed off escape 
routes from the Ba.kara market and seized 
recoilless rifles. anti-aircraft guns and a 
mix of light weapons, Hagee said. 
On Sunday. the Marines captured a 
"quite significant amount" of munitions 
ranging from hand grenades to artillery 
shells at one site. A day earlier they discov-
ered a large cache on the northeastern out-
skirts of the city that included 10 anti-air-
craft guns and 16 howitzers. 
Such weapons have been used in two 
years of civil war that killed an estimated 
350.000 people in 1992 alone, spawned a 
terrible famine and devastated virtually 
every urban center in the land. 
Some Somalis protested Monday's arms 
raid. One, a bearded man wearing a flow-
ing headdress. harangued a Marine who 
watched him impassively, the butt of his 
M-16 resting on his hip. 
A Somali handed a note to an American 
soldier saying, "If you' re American you 
have no right to take the guns ... thanks for 
nothing." 
Some Somali citizens say they will 
become easy prey for the gangs who roam 
Some of the arms. including rockets and this city if weapons they use for self-pro-
belts of machine-gun bullets, were dumped tection are taken away. 
into an open-bed truck, guarded by a But many in Mogadishu say only total 
Marine with his rifle at the ready. disarmament will restore peace. 
The biggest haul came from a furniture "People arc coming up to us to give us 
warehouse where an assortment of information. They give us the thumbs up 
weaponry was found amid beds, toilet seats· -sign. they're clapping when we come in," 
and mattresses. Another cache was uncov- Hagee told reporters. 
ered in a storeroom next to a dentist's Meanwhile. the Somali factions contin-
office. ued to meet in Addis Ababa. 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 1993 
Registration 
answers its call 
to aid students 
Registration was a mad house and the 
phones rang off the hook Monday, as students 
tried desperately to find courses In the spring 
semester. 
Monday may not have been the best day for 
proponents of the touch tone registration. 
But the system itself - installed In the 1991 
spring semester - is one long-term move the 
university has not regretted. It seems the touch 
tone registration system is doing the job for 
Eastern. 
An experiment at first, the system has 
gained wider acceptance Editorial throughout the ~ountry. 
-------The system also gives fac-
ulty weekly updates on the number of students 
In each of the dass section - allowing them to 
fix their schedules and move other professors 
around accordingly. 
"From a management standpoint, (touch 
tone registration} is excellent," said Lou 
Hencken, vice president for student affairs. 
The system also works well for students, 
telling them what dasses fit into their schedule 
when others do not. It also allows students to 
easily wait list courses that are full. 
As a result, Hencken said getting a full 
schedule has increased, with the number of 
students with 12 hours or more jumping from 
approximately 60 percent to about 90 percent. 
The biggest displeasure still comes from stu-
dents who have to wait hours to get into the 
system and the days when freshman registra-
tion jams the phones - not allowing students 
to even get a dial tone. 
But it would seem these hours waiting on 
the phone are less time consuming and less of 
a hassle than the hours students had to wait in 
line before the system was implemented. 
The problems with the phones - while they 
are highly Inconvenient - are workable. 
Hencken said the university Is considering 
expanding freshman registration by splitting 
the students up by their social security num-
bers. 
Touch tone Is more convenient, consumes 
less time and helps Eastern process the whole 
schedule system faster. The smaller bugs will 
be worked on in time. When they are, Eastern 
will have Itself a well oiled machine. 
rt ;;~ . . . . . .. J': __ ::~, Mr. Watson, come here, I <L> (8lo1l want you. 
. 
Alexander Graham Bell 
'MP' Fairy a hoarder of lost loo 
Are you one of those people 
who lose things periodically? 
And do you gripe at people 
thinking they hid whatever It Is 
you·re looking for and are sec-
retly laughing at you whlle you 
go on a hunt to locate the ml~ 
ing item? 
ldo. 
these Items go that we've never been to. An un 
plainable little phenomenon happens every time 
have a favored Item that we truly love or are utt 
dependent on. The "Missing Possession" Fairy pops 
and out of our lives convincing us we' re going se 
before our time. 
I was once missing a pastel 
plaid shirt, one of my favorite 
items of clothing. and lnterrogat- Cassie 
ed my two younger sisters re- Simpson 
lendessly after searching a week 
This annoying little guy (It has to be a guy) st 
little things in order to drive us nuts and he zaps 
over Into a place where there are mountains of 
keys and other Items that disappear often. This pl 
is called "Everyman's Stuff." We'll never, ever find It. 
I'll bet the MP Fairy knows where my grand 
eye glasses are, where the extension cord I kno 
packed went, and where my sister's favorite neckl 
Is. for the shirt. I was In the midst of packing for school 
and I was in no mood for missing Items. 
My sisters denied wearing, seeing or knowing the 
whereabouts of the missing shirt, my mom said she 
hadn't seen It and my dad just looked at me funny 
when I asked him. 
I'll bet he Is even responsible for all those pen 
bring Into The Daily EdStem News which seem to 
appear overnight. 
I searched and searched and voiced my frustrations 
loudly for my whole family to hear. 
I doubt he Is smart enough to be accountable 
the missing funds of certain banks. as well as bet 
responsible for things such as Atlantis and people I 
Amelia Earhart and Jimmy Hoffa, along with all th 
dinosaurs. I was certain my shirt was missing for good, stolen 
by some unseen fiend. But you never know. 
Then, one day early last semester I went home for a 
visit. In walked by my sister wearing my shirt. 
The MP Fairy made a recent appearance in my 
again. As I was packing to come back to school 
couldn't find my favorite black shoes. My one 
only pair of black shoes. Once again, I quizzed my 
ters and mom, but didn't bother asking my dad. 
"That's my shirt I was hunting all over the place 
forll" 
I was outraged. 
Her reply was something along the lines of, "I 
don't remember you looking for this shirt." 
No one knew where my shoes were. And 
amount of searching turned them up. 
I was spltdng I was so angry. 
But the mystery of the lost shirt was solved unlike 
other missing Item puzzles - just like the other black 
sock that went Into the washing machine, but never 
came out or where that dorm key disappeared to last 
semester. 
So I blamed It one the MP Fairy and went out 
bought a new pair. The old ones were getting a 
scuffed anyway. 
It was a good excuse. 
- Cdssle Simpson is managing editor and a re 
· I've finally determined there Is a place where all columnist /brThe Dally Eastern News. 
Your turn ••• 
Dollar debate 
favors buying 
textbooks 
Dear editor: 
Having experienced both the 
textbook rental system and the 
textbook purchase system. I am 
very amused by the arguments 
against a purchasing system. 
In my experience, some sem-
esters with a purchase system 
will be expensive; but smart stu-
dents can usually choose their 
classes for quality and lower cost. 
Also, trading or selling back 
books can lower the costs of text-
books. Using this method, I was 
certainly closer to the $69 than 
$150 for an average semester's 
textbook costs. 
Considering the advantages of 
a purchase system, I believe the 
purchasing system was a better 
buy. Being able to look at the 
books before deciding a schedule 
allows the student to gauge the 
difficulty or ease of the class, to 
Judge the usefulness of the course 
to one's major and to view the 
quality of the material. In my 
opinion, I was able to choose the 
path of my education with greater 
ease and still keep cost In mind. 
Although this may be petty, I 
also do not remember having to 
stand In the snow to get my 
books or return my books with a 
purchasing system. Also as I 
remember, corrections suggested 
for Eastern's rental system, like 
making books easier to buy. 
deducting the rent of a book from 
purchasing the book, Improving 
the quality and other plans never 
really occur or only occur to a 
small degree. Maybe this is 
because a truly good rental sys-
tem with quality books would 
cost more than It's worth ... cer-
tainly more than $69. 
Now, why am I so amused? 
Looking at these Eastern stu-
u 
dents, who say they want a q 
ty education. how can I n 
laugh? Hmmm, where's th 
extra money they're saving? 
yeah, spent It at the bars. 
Chris 
Letter policy 
The Dally Eastern News e 
courages letters to the editor 
cernlng any local, state, natl 
or International Issue. 
Letters should be less than 3 
words. For the letter to be prt 
ed, the name of the author. 
addition to the author's addr 
and telephone number, must 
Included. If necessary, letters 
be edited according to Ieng 
and space at the discretion of 
edit page editor or editor In chi 
Anonymous letters will not 
printed. 
If a letter has more than thr 
authors, only the names of t 
first three will be printed. 
iversity: Challenge and opportunity 
's note: The following two columns clre the winners 
the Engl/sh department's Culturcll Diversity Essay 
t. 
never understood the meaning of the word Mculture" 
my senior year in high school. Before then, I was not 
with the turmoil of inner-city black children or 
plight of Haitian refugees. I never knew or cared 
how many different nationalities of people lived in 
country. my state. or even my small mid-western 
unity until I met a very special person. That person, 
an Amelie.an citizen, was from India, and from 
I learned how difficult life in America can be for those 
belgn descent. She taught me about the challenges 
opportunities that arise !Tom cultural diversity. 
challenge Soundhra faced was the struggle for 
~:anc::e from her peers. Her dark skin served as the 
sign of her dissimllarlty to those around her; naturally, 
stood out from her caucasian classmates. The "red 
she wore on her forehead also informed her peers 
she was different. However. Soundhra never tried to 
her differences. Instead, she walked through the 
school hallways, not with egotism or self-consdous-
but with a pride that was obvious to all who saw 
She would gladly explain that her family came !Tom 
In the souther part of India. where the people 
darker skin and the wpottu" on her forehead, she 
explain. slgnifled the wisdom of inner-peace of the 
acceptance or rejection Soundhra found !Tom her 
tes was not based solely on her appearance; her 
practices affected her level of acceptance, also. 
peers often misunderstood her reasons for not dating 
attending the homecomings and proms like everyone 
did. Had they taken the time to ask her what she 
ed in. Soundhra would have explained that her 
frowned upon unsupervised dating and that she 
their wishes. Instead, her ciassmates regarded 
as Mdlfferent" and left her out of their social activities. 
Another of Soundhra's differences. her Hindu religion, 
lted in misconceptions among her peers, also. 
she believed In a polytheistic religion and wor-
in a temple in Chicago, her ciassmates thought 
was Iniquitous. They failed to understand and accept 
beliefs; the again shunned her for her differences 
Cultural Diversity Essay 
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even though she would have shared openly about her 
convictions. 
Despite the challenges her cultural differences caused, 
Soundhra found success in overcoming the fears and sus-
picions of those around her. She even found that, 
because of her variances. she has the opportunities that 
are not open to her c.iassmates. One of Soundhra's 
opportunistic. advantages is that she possesses a knowl-
edge of her heritage. Many Americans go through lil'e 
without knowing anything about their ancestors or their 
family history. Soundhra. however, knows the details of 
her Indian background, and she will someday be able to 
pass on that information to her children. 
Besides being able to share her culture with those 
around her, Soundhra has the opportunity to develop 
herself and her cultural awareness more fully than her 
classmates c.an. Because she has experiences life in two 
distinct cultures, she has a broader understanding of peo-
ple !Tom those cultures. She has seen the attitudes and 
beliefs of native Americans. Indians and lndian-
Americ.ans. With this knowledge. Soundhra has the 
potential to be a more open-minded and less judgmental 
adult. 
My friend Soundhra experienced both the challenges 
and the opportunities which cultural diversity introduces. 
She bravely tolerated the misunderstandings of her peers, 
and in return, she will benefit from the opportunities 
before her. In fact, she Is not the only beneficiary, I bene-
fitted !Tom her cultural diversity, also. She taught me 
about her culture and her beliefs, and now I can look at 
other cultures with fewer preconceived notions than I 
could before. Most importantly, Soundhra taught me that 
understanding and caring about other cultures is audal 
in our multicultural world. 
- Amy Krumrey the first-place winner in the Cultural 
Diversity ESScly Contest's upper division and a guest 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
ociety' s understanding is inevitable 
Dave Ealy 
Cultural diversity has long been a factor in the lives 
Americans. It has helped spread knowledge but, at 
same time, spread Ignorance. It has helped create 
as well as start a war. It has fueled love and bred 
. With all these opposing forces. it is no wonder 
cultural diversity has also been a topic of much 
te. However, the problems created by cultural 
lty will solve themselves. 
First, what is cultural diversity? To some, It may be a 
rence of religion between peoples. To others, It 
y be a difference of race or ethnic. background. 
may feel that one's geographical location deter-
cultural diversity. Well, basically, cultural diversl-
ls a combination of all three. It Is a result of the dif-
t ways people live. Thus. based on this definition 
cultural diversity, It is possible to realize the c.onftlcts 
aeates. 
Throughout history, the problems of cultural diversi-
have been evident. Culturally differing peoples 
often wage war with each other for territory and 
• as did the British in taking over South Africa. 
etimes a race would act out of ethnocentric. 
es, such as those used by Puritans to convert 
Americans to Christianity, wiping out dissension 
the process. However the most prevalent problem 
by cultural diversity today in the United States is 
. A result of fear and Ignorance, racism has many 
on soc.lety: discrimination, separation, prejudice 
even death. 
Evidence of the tension between races was obvious 
the Los Angeles riots earlier this year. The jury's 
Ion. which to many blacks seemed to entail preju-
, sparked beatings and destruction. In October 
986, Harper 's magazine reported that at the 
lversity of Massachusetts at Amherst, a black stu-
was beaten ·after an argument about the World 
turned Into a racial bashing, with a crowd of up 
3,000 whites chasing 20 blacks." One wonders what 
be done to stop this senseless turmoil. Well, the 
· is not as easily identified as the problem. The 
rnment can do little. Laws can be made to inhibit 
actions, not bad beliefs. With that in mind it is 
ous what the only real solution is - a change in the 
tude of our soc.lety. 
People must learn to accept and trust other regard-
of cultural differences. Stereotypes must be dis-
ded to dispel prejudices. The benefits of cooperating 
ust be realized. Although this may sound Idealistic, 
ence shows that this plan is gaining acceptance. 
The push for racial understanding has been over-
Cultural Diversity Essay 
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whelming lately as seen in Spike Lee's movie "Do the 
Rlght Thing" and Michael Jackson's song ~ Black and 
White," both of which make a call for social together-
ness. There have also been evident Improvements 
toward equality. 
R. Roosevelt Thomas, Jr., executive di rec.tor and 
founder of the American Institute for Managing 
Diversity, had this to say about diversity in the work 
place: 
lo begin with, more than half the U.S. work force 
now consists of minorities, immigrants and women, so 
white, native-born males. though undoubtedly still 
dominant, are themselves a statistic.al minority. In addi-
tion, white males will make up only I 5 percent of the 
increase In the work force over the next I 0 years. The 
so-called mainstream is now almost as diverse as the 
soc.lety at large. " 
These improvements are inevitable as long as soc.1-
ety keeps pushing for equality. However, progress will 
be made along many paths. 
As transportation technology advances, more inter-
action will oc.c.ur between peoples of differing cultures. 
Hence, the more we know and understand about each 
other, the better change we have of accepting the dif-
ferences. 
Therefore, It is obvious that education must also play 
a role in the push for racial equality. It will be important 
In establishing a sense of togetherness In our children. 
Along with teaching the Importance of equality, 
schools must devote time to explore different cultures, 
so that children realize who they are and how they dif-
fer. Once our children are freed from the bounds of 
racism, few problems seem large. 
So, for the meantime. we must not and cannot leave 
the future to Itself. We need to contribute to drive 
toward equality by using our diversity and shared 
experiences. Eventually, the benefits of cultural diversi-
ty will overcome the problems, thus solving that which 
cultural diversity created. 
- Delve Ealy Is the first-plclce winner In the Culturcll 
Diversity Essay Contest's lower division clnd cl guest 
columnist for The Dally Eastern News. 
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Senator learning 
her job is not all 
fun and games 
When Carol Moseley-Braun was 
voted into office in November, 
expectations ran high. 
Not only was she the first 
African-American woman voted In 
the Senate, she had also ran on a 
platform of change. which seemed 
to be the way 1992's politic.al 
winds were blowing. She man-
aged to unseat powerful incum-
bent Sen. Alan Dixon in the March 
primary because of anti-incumbent 
fever, and then pasted Republican 
challenger Rlch Williamson in the 
David M. 
Putney 
general election by pegging him as a Washington insider. 
However, her latest actions show she knew which but-
tons to push to get herself elected, but was unaware of 
the source of voter anger. 
Congress had adjourned !Tom one of its worst sessions 
in recent history. Womens' groups were still blowing 
steam nearly a year after the Anita Hill/Oarence Thomas 
incident. In the House, Congressmen had kited hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in checks at the House bank, 
sending it into a savings-and-loan-style bankruptcy. At 
the House post office, Congressmen had been accused 
of converting campaign donations to private use. 
Voters were still angry over the Keating Five who had 
lobbied to keep a savings and loan open, which resulted 
in billions of more dollars of taxpayer losses when it 
failed. As if ethical questions weren't enough, gross 
incompetence brought gridlock and paralyzed govern-
ment. The time was right to throw the bums out. 
As a newcomer, Moseley-Braun could have been In 
the driver's seat, but through monumental ignorance she 
decided to screw all of that up by doing the following: 
• Instead of going to Senate orientations with all of the 
other freshmen senators, she went on a 30-day vacation 
to South Africa. To get home, she ftew on the Concorde -
at $3,000 a seat - from London to New York. That 
should sit well with people upset over congressional jun-
kets. 
• Because she was on vacation, she failed to put 
together a staff to run her office. As of inauguration day, 
she didn't have a chief of staff, and the rest of her staff 
was made up of former Dixon aides kllling time until they 
get new jobs. She didn't even have a press secretaJy to 
answer charges. That should sit well with people who 
say Congress is more interested In fun than business. 
• She improperly hired 10 people, most of the cam-
paign aides, shortly before leaving her Cook County 
rec.order of deeds job. She paid her campaign 
manager/boyfriend Kgosle Matthews$ 180,000 per year 
- twice the going rate - when her campaign is $500,000 
in debt and other aides have not been paid. That should 
sit well with people who think the government employ-
ment game is far too cozy. 
• She ignored charges of sexual harassment levied 
against Matthews by campaign aides. This should sit well 
with those who are tired of congressmen acting like they 
are above the law by letting their buddies off the hook. 
especially considering Moseley-Braun ran for the Senate 
because she felt Anita Hill had been treated badly. 
Moseley-Braun has said on several occasions she 
didn't intend to be a celebrity. She isn't, she is a U.S. 
Senator. With that comes public expectations of integrity. 
commitment and public. service. If she continues to 
ignore this and the voter anger, Moseley-Braun could get 
a quick ride fr0m capitol Hill to the unemployment line. 
- Dclvid M. Putney Is admlnistrcltion editor and cl regu-
lar columnist for The Dally Eastern News. 
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ROTC battalion gets award 
By BRIAN HUCHEL 
Staff writer 
sured at least average to above average. 
Eastern's Army ROTC battalion recently received 
the Bold Achievement Award as recognition for 
excelling in various areas of its administration and 
training. 
Maj. Robert Dinnen, chairman of the Eastern 's mili-
tary science department. talked about the importance 
of bringing home the award to Eastern. 
"We have a super program here at Eastern." Dinnen 
said. "The cadets seem to get better each year, and I 
feel our success at advanced camp reflects this more 
than anything." This is the second consecutive year Eastern 's ROTC 
baualion has received a prestigious award. Last year, 
the battalion received an award for excellence in the 
area of overall operation. 
Maj. Vance Chartier. also a member of Eastern 's 
military science department. said he was proud of 
Eastern 's cadets. 
Eastern 's Army ROTC battalion is now in its 11th 
year. Along with the award. it received the recognition 
of being in the top 10 percent of ROTC program~ in 
the U.S. Army Second ROTC Region. This particular 
region stretches across the Midwest and is made up of 
more than JOO different ROTC programs nationally. 
.. We have a great group of cadets who are fully 
aware of other's expectations." Chartier said. "They 
do a super job. not only in the ROTC. but also aca-
demically. It was their effort that allowed us to receive 
this award.'' 
As part of the Eastern ROTC program. the battalion 
will be participating in several activities in the upcom-
ing months. Those include field training activities at 
Camp Atterbury in March and Fort Leonardwood in 
April .. 
As part of the activity. Eastern ROTC cadets were 
sent 10 advanced camp where cadets were judged in 
the categories of marksmanship, land navigation. lead-
ership abilities and physical training. In every area, the 
ROTC cadet's evaluations in these categories mea-
Bill pushes 
lawmakers 
to roll dice 
on Casino 
Deficit makes 
tax cut unlikely 
By the Associated Press 
Northwest Indiana leaders 
are pushing state lawmakers 
to roll the dice on legislation 
that would allow a cas ino 
gambling project that could 
create as many as 44,000 jobs 
and $100 million in annual 
tax revenue. 
The Leg islature will be 
asked to consider a bill to 
legalize casino gambling in 
some parts of Indiana as casi- = 
no owners search the Mid-
west for a welcome sign. said 
Thomas McDermott, presi-
dent of the Northwest Indi-
ana Forum. 
"I think thac this is really 
our last opportunity to take 
the lead in getting land-based 
casinos - that I believe wiJI be 
located in the Midwest - here 
in Indiana," McDermott said 
Monday. 
"Indiana, Illinois and Wis-
consin are all looking at it. 
We're talking about a com-
plex that will attract families 
and visitors from all over the 
Midwest.," he added. 
WAS HIN GTO N (A P )-
President-elect Clinton's choice for 
budget director all but buried hopes 
for any quick middle-class tax cut 
Monday and warned that Amer-
icans should be prepared for sacri-
fice in !he fight against ballooning 
deficits. 
Rep. Leon Panetta, testifying at 
his Senate confirmation hearing, 
said "everything is on !he table," 
including Social Security, in the 
search for ways to reduce a federal 
deficit !hat could reach $500 billion 
early in the next decade without 
action. 
He said !he deficit battle would 
also increase tax increases. 
Panetta, 54, who has been chair 
of !he House Budget Committee for 
!he past four years, was treated with 
respect by the senators and seemed 
bound for easy confirmation. 
His message and reception were 
in marked contrast to appearances 
over the past 12 years by Repub-
lican budget directors - sessions 
that often turned into shouting 
matches as Democrats accused !he 
GOP of hiding the government's 
real deficit problems. 
Panetta 's hearing began a second 
week of confirmation sessions as 
the Senate hurries to confirm 
Clinton's Cabinet. Also appearing 
Monday, at a separate hearing, was 
Carol M. Browner. Clinton's choice 
to head the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency. 
She sought to allay business con-
cerns about her pollution-fighting 
zeal. She said that her tenure as 
director of Florida's Department of 
Environmental Regulation showed 
"we can ease lhe regulatory burden 
on businesses wilhout compromis-
ing the environment." 
Panetta declined to say whether 
Clinton would cut the deficit in half 
by 1996, as he promised during the 
presidential campaign. in light of 
the new, higher deficit forecasts 
included in President Bush's 
farewell budget. 
He would say only that such a 
reduction was "one of the options·· 
being presented co the incoming 
president. 
The new forecasts added $236 
billion to the deficits over the next 
six years and said the red ink would 
hit $320 billion in 1998. 
The more severe deficit outlook 
has called into question a number 
of Clinton's campaign promises 
including a middle class tax cut, a 
stimulus package to jump-start the 
sluggish economy and an $80 bil-
lion four-year program to boost 
government spending on long-tenn 
investment in such areas as roads, 
fiber optic communications net-
works and education. 
The Dally Eastern Ne 
SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSELING SERVICE 
seeks caring volunteers 
to work with victims of sexual assault 
Training begins January 31 
Call office (348-5033), 1-5 pm Mon.-Fri. 
SPRING BREAK 1993 
•SOUTH PADRE AS LOW AS $345.00 AIR, HOTEL & TRANSFE 
•DAYTONA BEACH •CANCUN •FORT LAUDERDALE •LAS VEG 
•ORLANDO •PHOENIX •BAHAMAS •3-4 OR 7 DAY CRUISES 
•PANAMA CllY •HILTON HEAD •COZUMEL •JAMAICA •ANYWH 
CROSS COUNTY TRAVEL 
235-3737 OR 1-800-879-7137 
THIRSTY'S 
COUNTRY MUSIC NIGHT 
DRAFTS - 5¢ 
PITCHERS - s1 ·25 
Small Pizza with 
1 Free Topping only 
$399 
Additional toppings 75¢ 215 Lincoln 
2 Pizzas only $6.98 348-5454 
Medium Pizza with 
1 Free Topping only 
$499 
Additional toppings $1 .'!& 
2 Pizzas only $8.98 
Large Pizza with 
1 Free Topping only 
$599 
Additional toppings $125 
2 Pizzas only $10.98 
No CouPoN 
NECESSARY 
NEW 
BREADSTIC 
with Garlic Bu 
or Sauce 
only $14 
BASH WEEK II 
at Christian Campus Fellowship 
2231 S. 4th St. 
~~ 
-- <> .... ......_.. ,. !5 
Just behind Lawson Hall 
Tues., Jan. 12 Wacky Western 
Night 
Wed., Jan. 13 °4 Heaven's Sake" 
In concert 
A Love Offering will 
be taken 
Thurs., Jan. 14 Crazy Bowling 
Bring money for 
lane & shoe rental 
Fri., Jan. 15 Lock In 
& Pizza Party 
All events are FREE and start at 7 p.m. 
Call 345-6990 for more info or rides 
~JES. ~ 
I>E.L.rI~E. 
~ 
1 ·~~~2P 
P~~z~~ 
''WE'LL BRING'ENI TC> YA'" 
345 1075 
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT PMMY JOHN'S 
© COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC. 
retire 
WARDSVILLE (AP) 
Lazerson, president 
rn llhno1~ Univer-
Ed 9. ttrds\ ille for 
years. in11oun-ced 
he plan-; to retm:. 111 
ofthi') )Car. 
t the llme J'H step 
I'll haH been 10 
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\: are some thtng'.i 
to do before I hung 
up," s:ud Lazcrson 
n1on "'il'> named 
t of the J 2,000- tu-
mpu son July to, 
er sen ing as a~ting 
t smce September 
of Edwardsville 
auaeked the $13.6 
project as wasteful 
members of the 
Board of Trustees 
btm for offenng 
to a Chicago corn-
ead of U$1Dg local 
Construction of the 
was approved in 
Id like to do some 
g, some thinking 
mathemattcs," sa1d 
n. who staned 
& for SIUE as a 
atics teacher in 
ACK TO 
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KET FOLDERS 
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Attorney changes 
Senate MIA report 
WASHINGT01' (AP) - A 
ta .... yer for former Secretary of 
State Henry Kissinger succeed-
ed in having changes made to a 
Senate draft report on missing 
American servicemen in South-
east A::;ia arter he called it a "Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde effort.'' 
In a Dec. 30 letter to Sen. 
John Kerry. D-Mass .. chairman 
ot the Senate Select Committee 
on POW and MIA Affairs. 
Attorney Lloyd Cutler said the 
draft wa" "totally lacking in his-
torical perspective," engages in 
conspiracy theories. and was 
.. almost totally silent'' about 
Congress' role in the matter. 
Cutler asked for detailed revi-
sions in the report, and some 
changes were made. 
The. New York Times today 
quoted Cutler as sa)'ing that he 
and Kissinger read parts of the 
draft report on Dec. 28 and suc-
ceeded in having some of its 
conclusion-. changed. The Times 
and other newspapers have 
rcponed recent!) that in its final 
report, to be released 
Wednesday. the Senate commit-
tee softened its earlier criticism 
of Pre 1dent Nixon and Kiss-
inger. who was his secretary of 
state. 
But Dehorah DeYoung, a 
spokeswoman for the commit-
1ee. said today that some of 
Kissinger's recommended cha-
nges were added to the report. 
rather than replacing previous 
material. 
"What happened by and large 
is that information was added, 
not that information that was 
factual was taken away." De-
Young said in a telephone inter-
view. "Just because they lis-
tened lo (Kissinger) doesn't 
mean they believed everything 
he said." 
Iraqi civillians 
raid Kuwait again 
KUWAIT (AP) - Iraqis in 
civilian clothes crossed the border 
into Kuwait today for a second 
time in as many days and began 
emptying and dismantling ware-
houses at a disputed naval base. 
The border crossings came 
amid rising tensions over an esca-
lation in Iraqi challenges to the 
United Nations as well as the 
United States and its allies. 
The White House said the U.N. 
Security Council agreed to consid-
er the incursions later today. U.N. 
Secretary-General Boutros Bou-
tros-Ghali said in Germany he 
hoped the council would respond 
firmly. but U.N. spokesman Joe 
Sills said the secretary-general 
had no plans to return for the 
meeting. 
Abdel Latif Kabbaj , spokesman 
for the U.N. observation mission 
in Kuwait, told The Associated 
Press about 120 unarmed Iraqis 
emptied or removed "warehouses, 
water tanks and electrical wires." 
He said the men were warned by 
U.N. observers that they were vio-
lating Gu l f War cease-fire 
accords. 
On Sunday, 200 anned lraqis in 
civilian clothing went to the same 
area and seized armaments, 
including explosives and four 
Chinese-built anti-ship Silkworm 
missiles. abandoned by Iraq dur-
ing the 1991 war. 
No casualties were reported in 
either incident. 
The first foray came a day after 
the United States said that Saddam 
Hussein's government capitulated 
to an allied ultimatum to remove 
anti-aircraft missiles from south-
ern Iraq. 
Tuesday at 
~-arty's 
Bacon cheeseburger w /fries $199 
$ l 25 Bottles (MGD & MGD Light) 
Tonite: free hot spicy BBQ's 
2 FREE PEPSI'S: 
MEDIUM PIZZA 
WITH CHEESE & REGULAH CRUST 
BVEKY DAY, JUST ASK 
3 FREE PEPSI'S: 
LARGE PIZZA 
WITH CHEESE 
$ 6 99 1·cs11 • 1 b ~<t: •• g~ 
BVBKYDAY, JUST ASK 
7 
ALL OFFERS, JUST ASK! 
Offer good at listed location only. No limit on pizzas. Not valid with 
any other offer. Must mention offer when ordering. 
TLJESDAY 
SPECIAL! 
3-PIECE 
DINNER 
$225 
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken, 
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw 
and 2 fresh hot biscuits 
2-PIECE 
LUNCH 
Try our delicious 
• Bar-B-Q Ribs 
• Livers & Gizzards 
• Fish Sandwiches 
• Fish Dinner 
JOIN US 7 DAYS 
A WEEK FOR 
BREAKFAST 
Complete Menu 5-11 a.m. 
2-pc. chicken, mashed 
potatoes & gravy, 
slaw & 1 biscuit 
NEW ITEM 
We have catering for all occasions. Gift certificates 
are available 345 - 6424 
1305 Lincoln 
Avenue 
Charleston, 
Illinois -
8TUES DAV JAN. 12, t 993 
THE DAILY~ NE.V6 CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIN 
CLASSiflED 
ADV£RTISING 
POLICY 
I SERv1crs OmRED I ...... ( _..__...F ___ OR._R ___ £NT ........ ......._ ...... I ...... 1......._._F ....... o~R s=. m~~ ....... l I ANNouNcEMENTs 
The Dally Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one days lncor· 
rect Insertion. Report errors 
Immediately at 581·2812. A 
corrected ad wlll appear In 
the next edition. 
All dasslfled advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deAdllne to appear In the 
next days publication. Any 
ads processed Am.It 2 p.m. 
wlll be published In the fol· 
lowing day·s newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
Am.R the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid In advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submitted 
to The Dally Eastern News Is 
subject to approval and may 
be revised, rejected. or can· 
celed at any time. 
The Dally Eastern News 
assumes no llablllty If for any 
reason It becomes necess.uy 
to omit an advertisement. 
DIRECTORY 
Sf.JlVtCES Omu.o 
TRAVU. 
TRAINING/SclfOOLS 
HELP WANTED 
WANTIO 
Aool'nON 
RIO£S/RIDlRs 
ROOMMAllS 
SUBUSSOllS 
FOR RENT 
FOR SAU 
LOST &. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMfNTS 
NEED MONEY? Sell your good 
used stereo. tools, etc. at Mark's 
Consignment Center 516 Sixth 
St. 345-1591 . 
_____ 1/15 
HnrWANT£D 
Campus representative needed 
by sports wear company. To sale 
to fraternities and sororities . 
Average $50 to $100 working one 
night per week. Call 1·800·242· 
8104. 
_________ 1/13 
Immediate opening for student to 
distribute posters on campus. 
Call Sharon at 1-(800)-592-2121 
x126. 
_________ 1/11 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED 
NOW FOR SP93. Youngstown 
Apartments. One month FREE 
rent! For more information call 1 • 
429-5948 
_________ 1/19 
ONE SUBLESSOR NEEDED: 
Own room. Close to campus. 
$150/month. For more info. call 
Kelly at 345-9612. 
_________ 1119 
FOR RtNT 
Second Semester Individual 
Rooms for men-Furnished. Heat 
and electric paid. Call after 5:30 
p.m. 348-8870. 
_________ 1115 
Second Semester housing avail-
able! Share spacious older home 
$220 per month per person, $220 
deposit. Rent includes utilities, 
washer & dryer, basic cable. 2 
blocl<s from Old Main! Phone: 1· 
217-864-2190. 
_________ 1/19 
Nice, close to campus. furnished 
houses for 93-94 school year. 
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2 
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148. 
Evenings. 
---------~517 
o!~; Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _______________ _ 
Address: ____ _ 
Phone: ______ Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run--------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: __________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) _______ _ 
Person accepting ad ___ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 
OCash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Checknumber ___ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 1 O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the righ1 to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste 
TUESDAY 
Room ($150·230) or 2-bedroom 
apartment ($475) for Spnng Non-
smokers. 9th & Lincoln. Ut1lit1es 
included. 328-3349 
________ 1113 
ONE GIRL NEEDED FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER IN A SPA· 
CIOUS HOUSE ONE BLOCK 
FROM CAMPUS. A ROOM OF 
HER OWN AND WASHER AND 
DRYER. 234-4460 
______ 1112 
Three bedroom house, base-
ment, close to campus. Deposit 
and lease. $400/month. Available 
immediately for Spring Semester. 
345-7849 
_________ 1/15 
For mature male, private bed· 
room tn furnished apartment near 
Lantz; $175 plus utilities; 345· 
2754 or 581-6294. 
_________ 1115 
Sleeping room with kitchen and 
laundry privileges for quiet non-
smoking female. Near stadium. 
345-2564. 
_______ 1/13 
Rooms $150/month, utilities: 
Women ONLY Intersession, 
Summer, Fall & Spring Sessions-
Call Pat Novak (708) 789-3n2. 
_________ 1129 
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS : 
Now leasing for summer, 93-94 
school year, 1611 9th St. across 
from Burl Ives Art Studio Bldg. 
Completely furnished, heat and 
garbage included. Individual leas· 
es call 345-7136 
_________ 1/15 
Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom 
furnished apartments. McArthur 
Manor Apartments 913-917 
Fourth St. 345-2231 
__________ 517 
Apartment in quiet home near 
campus for polite female. 345· 
6760 
_________ 1112 
FOR SAU 
SHOES AND BOOTS by Nicole 
at close-out prices. Mark's 
Consignment Center, 516 Sixth 
St 
_______ 1/15 
Scooter and motorcycle batteries 
$7.95 and up. FREE sp0C1afists. 
1519 Madison 345-8658 {VOLn 
_____ caTR-517 
lost &. FOUND 
LOST; pin between Union and 
Park Place in zip-lock bag. If 
found call 348-7897 
_______ 1113 
FOUND 12118192 IN FRONT OF 
SNAKE HOUSE ON 7TH ST. 
KEY RING W/SEVERAL KEYS 
IDENTIFY TO CLAIM AT 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
OFFICE, 127 BUZZARD BLDG 
_________ 1/13 
I ANNOUNClMlNTS I 
KEGS, KEGS, KEGS AT EAST 
SIDE PACKAGE MILW. BEST 
KEGS $36.00. GENUINE 
DRAFT 7 OZ BOTTLES $1.99. 
MEISTER BRAU LITE 24 PKS 
$5.99. MILLER DRAFT, COORS 
LT, OLD MILWAUKEE QTS. 
$.99. CURB-SIDE KEG SER-
VICE AT EAST SIDE PACKAGE 
RT 130 AT JACKSON AVE. 
345-5722. 
_________ 1112 
KEGS, KEGS, KEGS AT EAST 
SIDE PACKAGE. MILW, BEST 
KEGS $36.00. GENUINE DRAFT 
7 OZ BOTilES $1.99. MEISTER 
BRAU LITE 24 PKS $5.99. 
MILLER DRAFT, COORS LT, 
OLLJ MILWAUKEE 0 IS. $.99. 
CURB-SIDE KEG SERVICE AT 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE RT 130 
AT JACKSON AVE. 345-5722. 
_________ 1/12 
The Daily Eastern News now 
accepts VISA and MasterCard for 
all your classified advertising 
needs. For more information call 
581-2812 
G R E E I( S & CLUBS 
RAISE A COOL 
•1000 
IN JUST ONE WEEKI 
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CAU..SI 
No obligation. No cost. 
You allo get a FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO 
just for callina 
1-800-950-1037 Ext 25 
CAMPUS CLIPS 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Wacky Western 
Night Tuesday at 7p.m located south of Lawson Hall. Come on over 
for western games, food and fun. FREEi Everyone Is welcome! 345· 
6990. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Is havln9 a Welcome Back partr. 
Tuesday at 7p.m. in the Un1vers1ty Baptist Church Fellowship Hal . 
Everyone is welcome to join us for this time of Fellowship & fun! 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an information table Tuesday at 
9a.m.-3p.m. 1n the Sugar Shack lobby. All members are requested 
to help man the table whenever possible. For more details call Enc 
at 3537. 
Please Note: Campus crops are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any 
NON·PROm event. i.e. bake sales or raffles All Chps should be submitted 
to The Daily Eastern News olfiee by NOON one business day before the 
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be 
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event ) Clips submitted after deadline 
WILL NOT be published. No chps will be taken by phone. Any Clip that Is 
1lleg1ble or contains confliet1ng information will not be published. 
ACROSS 34 Change M Juggled 
1 Radiate 
5 Agts. 
•Thin wood strip 
13 Play starter 
14End 
1a Mexican snack 
tt Letter opener: 
Abbr. 
17 Fragrance 
ta Garden spot 
1• Author of the 
quote below 
22Pansran 
husband 
23 Fasten or break 
off 
H Start of a quote 
direction 
35 S1ouan rn Okla 
3' Broadcast 
37 Noes 
401sle 
41 Cabinet spot 
42 Part of M.l.T. 
43 Ancient armed 
galley 
44 Quote· Part II 
49 Saddle or loafer 
so Celebes ox 
11 Quote: Part Ill 
sa Large landmass 
a1 Desi Arnaz, e.g. 
a Ores--
accounts 
IS Crtrus fruit 
MA-apple 
67 Notable periods 
a German 
reservoir or river 
DOWN 
1 Semitic deity 
2 Outer: Comb. 
form 
3 Alaskan island 
4 Type of wage 
sKeep 
• Hash-house 
sign 
7H.S.exam 
a Withered 33 Football part a Skirt type 
• Breastbones 
.. ...,...,..., .. ...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,. 10Boy 
1t High card 
t2Weight 
measure 
14 "Meet John 
Doe" director 
20 Danson role m 
"Cheers· 
21 Addicts 
24 Wading bird 
a Dead Sea 
product 
n Violinist Stern 
27Equine 
negatives? 
nBignamein 
Reno 
21 Broadway 
musical 
•Teachers' gp. 
3t The First State: 
Abbr. 
nAolls---
37 Krtchen utensil 
38 Compass pt. 
•Abbr. rea 
bounced check 
43 "A miss is as 
good-" 
41 ·--. no gain 
•Changes 
47Upright 
•Fishing 
implement 
uActress 
Sommer 
a Couple 
14 "-boyl" 
saCrocus,e 
se Title 
11Rangep 
uors.' org. 
•Family 
to March 15, 
Milano 
P.M. WTW0·2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA·26 WGN-10, 9 WILL-12, 12 LIFE-13 Fox-8, 55 DISC-9 WEIU·29, 51 
6:00 Inside Ed hon News News SportsCenter Quantum Leap Designing Women MacNeil, Lehrer Unsolved Mys1enes Night Court Classic cars Readtng Rainbow 
6:30 Murphy Brown EntmL Tonight Married •• College Baskelball NBA Basketball· Cheers Wheels Club Conoect 
7:00 Ouantum Leap Rescue9t1 Full House lnd1anaa1 Murder, She Bulls al Magic Nova LA Law Untouchables TerraX Lit1Je House 
7:30 Mr Coo!>er Michigan Wro:e Strange Powers 
8:00 Aeasonallle Movie Complex Roseanne AIJbarna at Badng WBC The Pllze ~ BetterOfl Invention Bonanza 
8:30 Dotbts ol Fear Jadlle Thomas Mansas w "eiwelght Dead Machines 
9:00 Oale!neNBC Jack's Place Ti F~ News The l'lize Siar Trek. The ~ News 
9:30 Ne:l1 GenerallOn Worlds Pamher~ 
10:00 News News News t.lacGyver N]{t Court Being Served' T>irtysomething Clleers Terra X Mr & Mrs. Nort'l 
10:30 Toniojlt l.l'A'S'H love Connedlon SportsCen!er Kojak Movie Studs S."angef!o'i,m Mavle Gur Mo8 
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8 8 Hornets beat up A .. mm•ry on NBA's worst 
RN CONFERENCE 
Atlantic Division 
W L Pct. GB 
19 12 .612 -
18 15 .545 2 
17 17 .500 3.5 
14 14 .500 3.5 
a 11 18 .379 7 
n 10 22 .313 9.5 
9 21 .300 9.5 
Central Division 
23 10 .697 -
20 13 .606 3 
17 14 .548 5 
16 16 .500 6.5 
15 17 .469 7.5 
14 17 .452 8 
14 18 .438 8.5 
DALLAS {AP) - Larry Johnson. 
a native of Dallas. scored 24 
points in front of 250 friends and 
family members Monday night as 
the Charlotte Hornets dealt the 
Dallas Mavericks their 12th con-
secutive defeat, 132-113. 
Kendall Gill finished with 20 
points and Alonzo Mourning had 
20 points and l 0 rebounds for 
Charlotte, which won for the third 
time in its last four starts. The 
Hornets bad seven double-figure 
scorers. 
Charlotte, off to its best start 
ever at 17-14, surged to a 28-16 
lead after the first quarter and a 
21-point lead at haJftime. 
The Mavericks never got close 
in the second half. 
Last season, the Hornets did not 
win their t 7th game until Feb. 19. 
Dallas, which has lost by an 
average of 21 points during the 
losing streak, had another 12-
game losing streak earlier this sea-
son. Only Denver has lost more 
consecutive games this season 
(14). 
Sean Rooks paced Dallas with 
20 points and Derek Harper added 
17. 
The Hornets broke to a 26-J 2 
lead and hit 15 of their first 23 
field goal attempts. Meanwhile, 
Dallas missed 14 of its first 20 
shots. 
Charlotte led at halftime 69-48 
behind Johnson's 15 points, 
including a 3-pointer at the 
buzzer. 
The Hornets shot 70 percent in 
the second quarter, 63 percent in 
the first half. 
st Division 
W L Pct. GB 
21 10 .677 -
·o 18 13 .580 4 
15 16 .484 6 
8 22 .267 12.5 
San Antonio cruises 
past Detroit 1 09-91 
6 23 .207 14 
2 27 .069 18 
Pacific Division 
23 5 .821 -
22 8 ·.733 2 
20 10 .667 4 
18 13 .581 6.5 
State 18 14 .563 7 
rs 17 16 .515 8.5 
to 13 17 .433 11 
Monday's Games 
onio I 09. Detroit 91 
132. Dallas 113 
Tuesday's Games 
ee at Washington 6:30 p.m 
at Orlando 6:30 p.m. 
State at Atlanta 6:30 p.m. 
at Cleveland 6:30 p.m. 
phia at Indiana 6:30 p.m. 
II Utah 8 p.m. 
at Seattle 9 p.m. 
at LA Clippers 9:30 p.m. 
at Sacramento 9:30 p.m. 
at Portland 9:30 p.m. 
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. 
(AP)-- Dale Ellis scored 23 
points and David Robinson 18 
as the San An tonio Spurs 
defeated Detroit 109-91 
Monday night, the Pistons· 
third consecutive defeat at 
home. 
San Antonio, which has won 
five of its last six, led 58-46 at 
halftime, but Detroit started the 
second half with a 7-2 run to 
cut the Spurs lead to seven. 
Ellis• 7 points led the Spurs 
on an 11-4 run that expanded 
the lead to 75-61. but Detroit 
came back again. 
With just over a minute left in 
the quarter, Joe Dumars' three-
po i nt play pulled Detroit to 
within 77-70. 
Lloyd Daniels answered with 
a 3-pointer, and the Spurs led 
84-72 after three periods. 
The Palace crowd waited for 
one of Detroir's usual fou rth-
quarter runs, but it didn't devel-
op. The Spurs started going 
inside to Robinson, and the 
Pistons couldn't stop him. 
Robinson had 8 points in the 
quarter, despite leaving with 
four minutes left, as both teams 
cleared the benches. 
Joe Dumars led Detroit with 
20 points and Dennis Rodman 
had his third straight 26-
rebound game. He's had 20 or 
more rebounds in 16 of the last 
21 games. 
San Antonio dominated the 
first half, building a lead with 
runs of 11-2 and 10-2. 
The Spurs. led by 12 points 
each from Ellis and Sean 
Elliott, led by as many as 18 
before a late Pistons rally cut 
the halftime margin to 12. 
Calvin and Hobbes 
SHORT SA VE LONG' 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1 .00 
b" $1 Is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to 
llems Of Items (max. of 3 Items). All Items must be priced . 
_______ Phone: _____ _ 
ge: (one word per line) 
Classifiealion of: Person accepting ad __ _ 
code (office use only) Compositor __ _ 
WOids/days Amount due:S ___ _ 
Doonesbury 
1 
summary 
WALES 
CONFERENCE 
Patrick Division 
W L T Pts 
Pittsburgh 29 11 4 62 
Washington 22 17 4 48 
New Jersey 21 17 3 45 
NY Rangers 20 18 6 46 
NY Islandersl7 21 4 38 
Philadelphia 16 19 6 38 
Adams Division 
Montreal 25 15 5 55 
Quebec 24 14 6 54 
Buffalo 21 15 6 48 
Boston 22 17 2 46 
Hartford 12 26 4 28 
Ottawa 4 37 3 11 
CAMPBELL 
CONFERENCE 
Norris Division 
W L T Pts 
Chicago 23 15 6 52 
Detroit 23 19 3 49 
Minnesota 21 J 5 6 48 
Toronto 19 17 7 45 
St. Louis 17 20 6 40 
Tampa Bay 15 27 2 32 
Smythe Division 
Vancouver 26 11 5 57 
Calgary 25 14 4 54 
Los Angeles20 16 5 45 
Winnipeg 18 20 4 40 
Edmonton 14 24 7 35 
San Jose 6 35 2 14 
Monday's Games 
St. Louis I, Detroit 0 
Vancouver 1, NY Rangers l 
Toronto 4. Tampa Bay 2 
Tuesday's Games 
Buffalo at Boston, 7:40 p.m. 
Los Angeles at Ottawa, 7:40 
p.m. 
Calgary at New York Islanders, 
7:40 p.m. 
Vancouver at New Jersey, 7:40 
p.m. 
Chicago at Minnesota, 8: IO 
p.m. 
San Jose at Winnipeg, 8:40 
p.m. 
9 
Blues blank Detroit 
Rookie goaltender records 
first career shutout in win 
DETROIT (AP) - Rookie 
goaltender Guy Hebert earned 
his first career shutout Monday 
night. stopping 31 shots to lead 
St. Louis to its fourth straight 
victory. 1-0 over the Detroit 
Red Wings. 
Earlier Monday, Hebert was 
named co-player of the week 
by the NHL, sharing the honor 
with fellow rookie goaltender 
Tommy Soderstrom of the 
Philadelphia Flyers. 
Hebert made an early goal 
by St. Louis defenseman Garth 
Butcher stand up as detroit lost 
for just the fourth time in 14 
games. 
Butcher got the only goal of 
Q4MN ... Wl'T 
NANNAUfAVE 
ld710/TIT. .. 
0 
0 
" 
the game at 7:46 of the first 
period when his shot from the 
top of the right circle got 
through a crowd in front of the 
net and beat Detroit goaltender 
Tim Cheveldae high on the 
stick side. 
It was Butcher's fourth goal 
of the season and first in the 
last I 3 games. 
. The St. Louis attack stalled 
in the second period as che 
Blues didn't earn a shot on 
Cheveldae until the I 5:04 
mark. 
Hebert and the Blues sur-
vived two third-period power-
play opportunities by the Red 
Wings. 
by Bill Watterson 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
to Tuesday, January 12, 1993 
Rogers thrown to the Wolves 
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Jack 
McCloskey saw enough. Enough 
mediocrity. enough half-hearted 
efforts, enough squabbling. eno-
ugh lack of direction, enough 
losing. 
So after the Minnesota Tim-
berwol ves' 16th loss in 18 
games. the first-year general 
manager fired coach Jimmy 
Rodgers. 
"It's something I did not want 
to do," McCloskey said Mon-
day. the day after he told 
Rodgers ol his decision. "But it 
was certainly a decision I had to 
make." 
Assistani Sidney Lowe was 
promoted to interim coach. 
Lowe. who turns 33 next week. 
is the NBA's youngest coach. 
Rodgers was dismissed less 
than I seasons after replacing 
the fired Bill Musselman, who 
had coached the team through its 
first two NBA seasons. 
At 6-23. the Timberwolves 
have the league's second-worst 
record. In Rodgers· first season. 
they were an ~BA-worst 15-67. 
McCloskey watched last Wed-
nesday's 98-78 home loss to the 
Los Angeles Lakers - one of 
eight defeats by at least 20 
points this season - and was dis-
gusted with Rodgers· coaching 
strategy. 
"We're out there pressing and 
double-teaming in the hackcourl 
against a veteran. veteran team. 
And they're getting layups and 
easy shots.·· he said. "That hurt 
him. That Laker thing hurt him." 
But f\tcCloskey didn't decide to 
fire Rodgers until after a conver-
sation they had after the game. 
Instead of telling McCloskey 
that he. too, was fed up and that 
he had a plan to correct things, 
Rodgers according to 
McCloskey - seemed almost 
resigned with the team's play. 
"I was a lilllc shocked," 
McCloskey said. "It was obvious 
that he felt that he wasn't getting 
the things that he wanted across 
to the team." 
Could Rodgers have saved his 
job by presenting a detailed plan 
for success? 
"It certainly would have 
helped, but that's an entirely dif-
ferent conversation. That just 
didn't happen,'' McCloskey said. 
"There was no backing down 
aflcr that." Rodgers did not 
respond to meso;ages left on his 
telephone answering machine. 
:Musselman was dismissed 
with a year remaining on his 
contract because he didn't play 
all of the Timberwolve•,' young 
players and because of what was 
perceived an inability to commu-
nicate with his team. 
Tyson attorney wants new trial 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Barring three witness-
es from testifying at Mike Tyson's rape trial and 
reports that his victim had made plans for book 
and movie deals should be grounds for a new trial. 
attorney Alan M. Dershowitz said Monday. 
Dershowitz.. who is representing Tyson on 
appeal, and three jurors who last year convicted 
the former heavyweight boxing champion 
appeared on the "Maury Povich Show." The 
defense lawyer repeated claims he made last 
month, .,.. hen the attorney for Desiree Washington 
said talk-show calls for a new trial were "a public 
relations effort to besmirch" the former beauty 
contestant. 
Washington accused Tyson of raping her during 
the Miss Black America pageant ir:i Indianapolis 
in July 1991. Tyson is serving a six-year prison 
term. Dershowitz said the previously undisclosed 
plans for book and movie deals gave Washington 
a motive to lie on the witness stand. 
Northern rolls to conf.erence win 
DeKALB(AP) Randy 
Tucker and Mike Lipnisky both 
scored 20 points to lead Northern 
Illinois to a 73-65 Mid-Continent 
Conference victory over Valpa-
raiso on Monday. 
Nonhem lJlinois (5-5 overall, 
1-0 in the conference) trailed by 
as many as four points early but 
rallied to 37-29 halftime advan-
tage. 
In the second half. NIU open-
C 0 N F E A E N C E 
ed a 13-point lead. 56-43. But 
the Crusaders battled back to 
within five points. 68-63, with 
I: 13 to play. Tucker then hit 4-
of-4 frecthrows and Lipnisky 
added another to help preserve 
the \\in. 
Hubert Register scored 12 
points for the Huskies , \\bile 
Randy Fens had 8 points and a 
game-high 13 rebounds. 
Valparaiso (2-8. 0-2) was led 
by David Redmon 's 18 points. 
while Casey Schmidt had 15 and 
Lance Barker had 13. 
(ti) 
Panther' a 
-TONIGHT! 
50¢ 
BOTTLES 
NO COVER! 
The Dally Eastern 
ADVERT 
ADVERT 
ADVERTI 
AD VERTIS 
in 
The Daily 
Eastern Ne 
Buff et - Buff et - Bu 
TUESDAY 
-Spaghetti -Pizza 
-Garlic Bread -Salad 
ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR 0 
$4.49 plus tax 
Children 1 O & under eat for 
JERRY'S PIZZ 
5-9 pm 
4th & Lincoln 
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DRAFTNITE 
Free Stu's Cash 
until 9:30 
Alternative Rock Nite 
50¢ Drafts 
$1.50 Longnecks 
Perf arming Live 
Dick Holliday and 
the Bamboo Gang 
$1.00 Screwdrivers 
$1.00 Rum & Cokes 
$1.00 Gin & Tonics 
75¢ 12 oz. Drafts 
Januaiy 21st 
Stu's Live Presents 
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Clifford A. Messman, Captain, U.S. Army 
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Eastern News 
cksonissues 
LB ultimatum 
AS (AP) - The Rev. 
Jackson called Monday 
ball owners to establish 
ative action hiring pro-
and threatened selective 
Its if plans are not in 
!>Y opening day. 
n spent the day orga-
the Rainbow Commis-
Faimess in Athletics. 
scheduled to address 
owners on Tuesday at 
vine, Texas, a speech 
d by alleged racial 
ks attributed to 
ati Reds owner Marge 
owners are absolutely 
ed now in how to deal 
Marge Schott because 
ve done or said similar 
" Jackson said at a news 
nee. 
·er. at a breakfast of bus-
and community leaders, 
dened his agenda to the 
practices of all profes-
and college sports teams 
ia. 
we've simply gone from 
· g couon balls to carry-
foo1balls. basketballs and 
s, we haven't had fun-
al progress," he said. 
on claimed there is "an 
id policy of exclusion" 
hiring practices of teams. 
e want to have an affir-
e action plan by April 5 
's year or face selective 
,"he said. 
kson said that if he calls 
boycous, incoming Pres-
Clinton shouldn't throw 
the traditional first pitch of 
season. 
We wou ld urge the new 
'dent, in keeping with his 
iction to heal, to tear 
walls and build bridges, 
to cross our picket lines," 
n said, flanked by for-
baseball player Tony Perez 
foo1ball player Drew Pear-
kson said the commission 
ask National League presi-
t Bill White and Rachel 
· son, the widow of Jackie 
inson. who broke major 
baseball's color barrier 
1947, to be co-chairs. The 
commission, which will have a 
$1 million budget, will seek to 
have branches in each city with 
professional teams and will 
publish statistics on their hiring 
practices. 
Jackson also said the group 
wiU publish statistics on hiring 
at colleges, and make recom-
mendations on which schools 
athletes should stay away from. 
He said recent hirings of 
minorities by Schott were an 
attempt to make her past look 
better. 
"You have this furious activ-
ity taking place right now 
because they're trying to do 
everything to alter their rec-
ords, which are embarrassing," 
Jackson said. 
He said he spoke Sunday 
night with NCAA president 
Dick Schultz about improving 
minority hiring in the athletic 
departments of NCAA member 
schools. Jackson said Schultz 
told him he could address the 
NCAA Presidents Commission 
in April, and Jackson said he 
will seek to have athletic 
departments distribute profits 
to athletes after they graduate. 
"These students are essen-
tially the employees of these 
coaches," Jackson said. "If 
they do not perform, the coach-
es will fire them." 
Although baseball has two 
existing programs aimed at 
inner-city youth, Jackson cal-
led fo r teams and sporting 
goods companies to fund 
inner-city youth leagues. He 
said youths were "better beat-
ing a ball than beating some-
one's head, or stealing a base 
instead of stealing a car." 
Jackson was to be the lead 
speaker at Tuesday's owners 
meeting. 
Approval of the sale of the 
San Francisco Giants also was 
anticipated, NL spokeswoman 
Katy Feeney said. 
The restructuring committee 
met for several hours Monday, 
and co-chairman Fred Wilpon 
of the New York Mets said he 
didn't know if the committee 
would make its report Tuesday, 
a report that was due Nov. 1. 
Digital Music Express 
TCI of Illinois, Inc. 
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NFL playoff roundup 
Johnson looked ahead to the 49ers 
IRVING, Texas (AP) - Jimmy Johnson orders 
his players to never think a week ahead. He broke 
his cardinal rule. 
The Dallas Cowboys coach was so concerned 
about possible poor Candlestick Park field condi-
tions for the NFC title game that he called San 
Francisco before the Cowboys defeated the 
Philadelphia Eagles. 
" I broke my own rule but I felt we would win 
before the game started," he said. "I wanted to 
bear about the field conditions. 
They don't sound too good. We may try to wet 
our field down and try co make it as close to their 
conditions as possible." 
The Cowboys defeated the Eagles 34-10 Sunday 
to advance to the NFC championship final against 
the 49ers. Eleven years ago, San Francisco edged 
the Cowboys 28-27 on "The Catch." a last-minute 
scoring pass from Joe Montana to Dwight Clark in 
the NFC title game. 
The prospect of slopping around in the mud 
doesn't bother the NFL's leading running back, 
Emmitt Smith. who scored a touchdown and 
rushed for 114 yards against the Eagles. 
..I'm pretty good in the mud," Smith said. 'Tve 
played on some bad fields in high school and col-
lege down in Florida." 
Center Mark Stepnoski said it will help to have 
the NFL taking care of 1he field. 
'·I noticed against Washington the ground crew 
was replacing the divots where San Francisco was 
going, not where they had been," Stepnoski said. 
"We can handle the mud." 
The Cowboys briefly celebrated their victory 
over the Eagles then got back to work, preparing 
for the 49ers. Dallas flies to San Francisco on 
Friday. 
"It was a big win, but the biggest wins are yet to 
come,•· Johnson said "We're not savoring anything 
until we've won it all. We'll get giddy about things 
when that happens." The Cowboys had a goal in 
training camp of making it to the title game. 
"We 're just 60 minutes away from the Super 
Bowl,·· defensive tackle Tony Casillas said. 
"We've got to change our goal now." 
The 49ers opened as four-point favorites in 
what will be a matchup of San Francisco's top-
rated offense against the Cowboys' top-rated 
defense. 
Dallas quarterback Troy Aikman proved in his 
first playoff start that he won't let championship 
jitters get to him. He directed four touchdowns 
drives and twice found his tight ends open for 
touchdown passes. 
"Troy's not flashy but all he does is go out there 
and get the job done," tight end Jay Novacek said. 
"He's done that all season." 
Aikman had trouble with a slippery football 
early which is something he'll have to learn how 
to handle in San Francisco. 
Thomas learning to accept new role 
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) - Thurman 
Thomas and Kenneth Davis are sharing time at 
running back and surprise, surprise, Thomas isn·t 
complaining. 
Before last year 's Super Bowl, the Buffalo 
Bills' All-Pro told the world he was unappreciated 
even though he was the AFC's leading rusher. 
This time around, with the Bills preparing to 
play the Miami Dolphins in Sunday's AFC cham-
pionship game, Thomas is even joking about his 
limited playing time. 
"Everybody's been talking about a quarterback 
controversy," Thomas said Monday, referring to 
whether Jim Kelly will return from an injury and 
take over for Frank Reich . "I'm surpr ised 
nobody's brought up me and Kenny." There's a 
reason there's no running back controversy. 
Thomas has been hurt the last four games and is 
still bothered by hip and groin injuries. 
"Knowing you've got a back up in Kenny 
Davis, you can come out and get your rest at any 
time that you want to," said Thomas, who 
remains the top back in the Bil ls' one-back 
offense. "I'm just glad he's on my team." 
Thomas led the NFL in combined rushing and 
receiving yards for a record fourth straight season 
and remains one of the Bills' chief weapons. The 
injuries, though, have limited his effectiveness. 
In Buffalo's record 41-38 come-from-behind 
victory over Houston in its playoff opener, Davis 
led the Bills with 68 yards and a touchdown on 13 
carries. He also caught two passes for 25 yards. 
In the Bills' 24-3 win over Pittsburgh on 
Saturday, Davis had 104 yards on 10 carries. 
T homas, meanwhile, has taken the changes in 
stride, saying he's glad Davis is doing well and 
calling him "the best backup in the league over the 
last two years." 
Thomas sustained a hip injury in the next-to-last 
regular season game against New Orleans, rein-
j ured it in the season finale against Houston and 
aggravated it again against Houston in the playoffs. 
Early in the Pittsburgh game, Thomas pulled a 
groin muscle. He also took a stinging shot to the 
shoulder. 
"This is the first time I've been banged up like 
this in a long, long time," Thomas said. "You're 
always going to have your bumps and bruises. I t 
seems like this year I've had a lot more than I 
have in the past." Thomas, in fact, said he bas 
been trying to avoid being hit in certain areas 
"because it's so sore" and admits he's changed his 
running style. 
" I 'm not at full speed right now," he said. 
"When I break into the secondary now, it's not so 
much trying to break away from a guy. It's more 
of trying to let him absorb more of the blow than I 
have." 
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Heads up play lifts Panthers to victo 
By DON O'BRIEN 
Staff writer 
Eastem's men's basketball team 
used some smans Monday lo defeat 
Youngstown State. 
After sophomore guard Derrick 
Landrus canned a pair of free 
throws with 12 seconds left in regu-
lation to give the Panthers a 76-73 
lead, Youngstown's Antoine Woods 
brought the ball upcourt with the 
Penguins having already burned all 
of their timeouts. 
Woods, instead of trying to work 
for a 3-point field goal, drove past 
Landrus and made a layup with two 
seconds left in the game. 
Youngstown wasn't able to stop the 
clock wi1b a time out, so the 
Panthers let the clock run down for 
a 76-75 Mid-Continent Conference 
win at Youngstown's Beeghly 
Center. 
"ln that last possession we were 
smart not to give up the 3-pointer," 
Eastern coach Rick Samuels said. 
Eastern picked up its first win in 
Mid-Continent Conference play 
and is now 1-1 in conference play 
and 3-7 overall. Youngstown, the 
conference's newest member, fell to 
l -1 in Mid-Con play and to 2-8 
overall. 
The Panthers played the final 
five minutes of Monday's game 
without a true center. Curtis Leib, 
Eastern 's starting center, fouled out 
with five minutes left and Samuels 
inserted Andre Rodriguez. 
Rodriguez stuck a crucial jumper in 
the lane with l :30 left in the game 
Youngstown only made four of IO 
attempts at the line during the 
stretch. 
"We went from ecstasy to agony 
several t ime in a short time," 
Samuels said. "We would make a 
good play on one end and then 
fumble the ball away on the other. 
But I guess we made enough good 
plays in the end to win it." 
Youngstown got off to a 43-38 
halftime lead with the help of some 
Eastern turnovers and the sharp-
shooting of senior forward Reggie 
Kemp. Kemp, who sat out last sea-
that gave the Panthers a four-point ) 
lead and also played some strong 
defense. 
Darrell Young gave the Panthers 
their biggest boost of the night 
though. Young, a junior transfer 
from Kalamazoo, Mich., scored 16 
points, grabbed a game-high 12 
rebounds and made four of six 
attempts at the line. 
~ son, scored 15 of his game-high 24 points in the opening half. Reggie Green scored 12 points and Mike Alcorn added 11 for the Penguins. 
Landrus countered with 14 of his 
team-high 18 in the first half to 
"He is getting better and under-
standing more of what we want 
Darrell Young 
from him," Samuels said of Young, 
who was leading the Panthers in 
rebounding with 5.2 per game. 
The Panthers outscored the 
Penguins 14-9 over the final 5:45 as 
keep Eastern in the game. Leib 
added 12 points before fouling out 
and Louis Jordan chipped in 10. 
Freshman point guard Johnny 
Hernandez dished out seven assists. 
Eastern 's 76 points was its high-
est output so far this 
its 54.9 percent shooting 
field. 
EAsraRN 76. YootoplOWll 
Panth<n FG FT Rtl> A 
lkmandt1 2·S 1·2 s 
lAndnis 6-13 4-6 2 
Jordan 4-7 2·2 2 
Youna S-10 f>.8 12 
w.. 2-S ~ 3 
Rodnpa l-1 0-0 3 I 
"idlolo 0-0 0-0 0 0 
Keilty 0-1 0-1 2 I 
~ib 6-6 0-0 I 0 
Gnhlsn 0-0 0-0 0 0 
Weaner 0-0 0-0 0 0 
Coll..,. 0-0 0-0 0 0 
Toul• 28-SI 17.23 J7 19 
You•pto•n State 
Kemp 10-17 3-S 7 2 
"h.ylor 2-4 0-0 0 I 
Sim' 1-6 S-10 10 I 
Wood> 4-8 l-4 6 7 
Rawb 2·8 2·2 I I 
Akom 3-S 2-2 I 
TboAIOC\ 1·3 0-0 I 
"- 0-0 0-1 0 
a.... 6-11 ().4 2 
Total> 29-62 I 3-28 
Thttc·pGU\I field aoaJJ, Eamm 3·10 
w .. 0-1. HenmM1cz 1-l. l..andnls 2.s 
St11e ._8 (Kemp 1-1.aa..110-2. Akxllll 
2); Fouled out: l!as1cm· ~1b; Y 
None; 1\imo¥m· l?aslcm 14 Younp1 
1 2 
EASTERN 38 38 
Youngetown St. 43 32 
NCAA convention 
lacking a big story 
Life's hard in new conferen 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Associate sports editor 
Although the Mid-Continent 
Conference race is barely a 
week old, Eastern ·s women's 
basketball team is finding life to 
be hard in the newly formed 
conference. 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Associate sports editor 
The biggest news about this 
year's annuaJ NCAA national 
convention may be that there 
is no news. 
That's according to 
Eastern's athletic director 
Mike Ryan as he and four 
other representative~ from 
Eastern attend the yearly 
meeting of college athletics 
governing body Tuesday 
through Saturday in Dallas. 
"'This is the first time in 
about four years we're not 
looking forward to a lively 
debate on hot topics.·· Ryan 
said. 
Ryan will be accompanied 
by four other representatives 
from the university. Eastern's 
entourage includes Eastern 
president David Joms, associ-
ate athletic directors Ron Paap 
and Joan Schmidt and NCAA 
faculty representa1ive Bob 
Saltmarsh. 
"There are only a few items 
on the docket and 1here 's 
nothing earth-shattering, .. 
Ryan said. ''The first couple 
of issues deal with cost con-
tainment." 
One of the issues that will 
be decided is if there will be a 
hold on the reduction of 
women's sports funding at all 
levels of the NCAA. 
The convention will be 
divided into five specific 
meetings for the Eastern rep-
resentatives. There will be a 
general business meeting, a 
divisional meeting for 
Division I-AA, an athletic 
director's meeting for 
Division I-AA, a Gateway 
Football Conference meeting 
and a Mid-Continent Confer-
Mike Ryan 
ence meeting. 
Ryan said that there may be 
one or two items of general 
interest to come out of the 
Mid-Con meeting. 
Some of the big issues fac-
ing the NCAA that will not be 
decided on are the issues of 
gender equity and a playoff 
system for Division I-A foot-
ball. 
Gender equity, a movement 
to make women's athletic 
equal to men's, has still not 
been defined by the NCAA 
and will not be in this conven-
tion. However, the conven-
tioneers will hear a report 
from the Gender Equity Task 
Force which was assembled 
by the NCAA early last year. 
The other major issue fac-
ing the NCAA which will not 
be decided on is a playoff sys-
tem for Division J-A football. 
There are some administrators 
who wish to abandon the cur-
rent bowl game system and 
start a playoff system which 
would decide an undisputed 
national champion. 
The Lady Panthers opened 
Mid-Con play at home last 
Thursda) wtth an 81-61 loss to 
Cleveland State and followed 
that with a 66-50 loss to 
Youngstown State on Saturday. 
The conference road schedule 
does not get any easier for the 
Lady Panthers either, as 13 of 
their next 14 games are Mid-
Con games with nine of those 
games being on the road. 
Eastern l 1-9. 0-2) travels to 
Dayton. Ohio, on Thursday to 
play Wright State before return-
ing home for a game against 
preseason Mid-Con favorite 
Northern lllinois on Saturday. 
"It's not so much that the 
game is beyond us, it ·s that 
we're not playing well," coach 
Barbara Hilke said of starting 
off the conference season 0-2. 
"We are not shooting well and 
we just think too much." 
Hilke added that with such a 
young team, eight freshman and 
two sophomores, the importance 
of conference play has not yet 
sunk in. 
"I don't think our athletes are 
in tune with conference play." 
she said. "Most of the kids are 
just I 0 games away from high 
school and are trying to make 
the adjustment to college bas-
ketball. I think the second time 
around they'll get the idea and 
next year they definitely will." 
Hilke, in her 14th year of 
coaching the Lady Panthers, 
said she thinks her team's for-
tunes will tum around soon. 
"I see us picking up our level 
of play," she said. "There are 
only a few teams in the confer-
ence that are physically superior 
to us." 
One of the aspects that Hilke 
said needs to improve is team 
field goal percentage. The Lady 
MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Senior ph 
Freshman Tourrie Frazier goes up for a shot during a Lady 
practice Monday in Lantz Gym. The Lady Panthers have s 
Mid-Continent Conference season 0-2 and 13 of their next 
are conference games. Eastern plays Thursday at Wrighl State 
Panthers are shooting 38.6 per- the next few games w 
cent as a team whiJe opponents decide that they don '1 
are shooting 45 percent. In their thing to lose by sho 
last game against Youngstown ball." 
State, the Lady Panthers shot a Hilke added that the 
season low 27 .7 percent. needs to play better 
"Offensively we a re not individually and as a 
shooting the ball with a lot of Lady Pan thers a re 
confidence," Hilke said. "I see ou1scored by an aver 
that a lot with freshmen. They points per game. Eas 
get hesitant to shoot the ball in ages 53.3 points a g 
college. allowing opponents 
"We'll blow by that though in over 76 points a game. 
